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About This Game

The game is in the style of RTS (real-time strategy), but with the ability to control from the first person. Create robots from
spare parts, program (give some task) or manage in manual mode.
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Robots capture or destroy the necessary locations for you with resources, and also locate and destroy enemy robots, and enemy
or neutral bases.

This game is not just a war of robots, you need to clearly understand that you need to build a particular robot to get one or other
characteristics (for example, the speed of movement, armor quality, the rate of fire or the power of the weapon) and then from

these characteristics set the necessary command.
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Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
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DrM@$
Publisher:
DrM@$
Release Date: 24 May, 2018
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Minimum:

OS: WinXP

Processor: P-IV 3GHz

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 740

Storage: 2 GB available space
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Overall, it's less than what I had expected. The game itself does not really have all that much content in it, whereas the gameplay
can be mildly annoying with the walking simulator moments it gives you, objects behind sprites that you can't click properly and
whatnot.

I would only recommend this game at a significant discount, around the price tag of 5 $/€.. Seriously legendary.

These three marvellous levels take place during the last half of the Serious Sam 1: First Encounter campaign.

Specifically, right after you finish the level "Metropolis", play these three "Legend Of The Beast" campaign levels. Then when
you are done those, move onto to "Alley Of The Sphinxes" from SS1HD:TFE, and finish the game.

You will get to kill enemies that were only found in SS1HD:TSE (Second Encounter), and you will get to use weapons that were
only found in that game too.

It adds to the Serious Sam experience. Pick up the "Jewel Of The Nile" campaign for SS3:BFE while you're at it.. I can't
recommend it because the list of negative aspect is greater than the positive one:

Positive points:
+I en joy the design of the tiles (corners cut, flag is embedded into the tile which is cute)
+I like the little explosion of stars when you finish a puzzle

Negative points:
-There is a single sound track on repeat that I find annoying
-The resolution by default is wide but the game only take the center part?! It looks like it was a game made for phones
-Right click to cross tile is not implemented, you need to select the flag and do a left mouse click to apply it
-Sometime, the final picture is flickering\/glitching
-Some of the 5x5 puzzles can't be solved with pure logic, I got myself caught while trying to complete 'horse' and the 's' shape.
-There is no reset button, you need to go back to menu and found + click your puzzle again to retry it
-'Smiling face' puzzle is not smiling :P
-I can't seems to buy more stars int he shop
-The fact that there is a shop to buy stars, to unlock more puzzle is a bit weird
-I was not able to submit my drawing even though the label says 0\/5 send today and there is no save button :'(
-There is no menu to quit the game
-There is no achievements. i saw big anime tiddie. loved this game. very atmospheric.. i find this game quespicle.
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im pretty into graphic so for this being a pixelated game i gotta say it was not only amusing but really fun. the scares had my
blood pumping just a tad but thats about normal for me with any horror game. definately 5 stars for story and having a anbience
that really drags you into it.. Game Loading offers an informative glimpse into the world of Indie Gaming as it follows a few
different storylines. The biggest thing that stood out for me aboutt his documentary was the focus on the human aspect of indie
game development and how much these projects mean to their respective developers. Each approach taken by the developers in
this documentary is different, but they're all linked by a desire to create a good game that people will get enjoyment out of in
ways that go beyond simply taking up time; enjoyment from a rich story to unique concepts to deeply emotional connection.
The Indie scene sets itself a part from AAA developers by being more in tune with a new generation of diverse gamers as well
as by striving for unique concepts as opposed to rolling with a generic formula.

Finally, this documentary was as much about the Indie gaming scene as it was about telling you, the viewer, how you can start
working on your own projects; from specific tools to use to development-pitfalls to avoid, the developers here seemed as
interestd in empowering other people to start making games as they were in their own work.

If you're interested in gaming, at all, I would highly recommend that you check out this movie. You won't be disappointed..
Sublime
Excellent
Very Good
Good ✔
Mediocre
Bad
Very Bad. Lots of pay walls. yeah this game is aesthetic and all but the whole stanic ritual thing is kinda ehhhhhh. I felt a bit so-
so about playing this. In the two hours so far I haven't encountered the rooms in the screenshots, so consider this some thoughts
on the open section of the game.

Pros
- Endearing art style, quirky characters, I imagined them all doing python-style British accents - Hilarious
- Weapons work well, I particularly liked the bomb, it's good to have 'built-in' weapons on you character

Cons
- The opening hours felt quite repetitive, lots of backtracking
- it's possible to go up through a load door and find yourself instantly falling back to where you started - very frustrating
- First two bossfights are kinda samey

Check out some gameplay here: https:\/\/youtu.be\/HF81cz-GLks
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